
 

 

Would you worship a statue of Molech if someone stuck a cross at the top for you? 
 

 

Most Christians would react to such a question with 

a resounding, “Of course not!”, but aside from 

changing a few details, that’s almost exactly what 

many of America’s less serious believers are doing. 
 

Think on this:   If I decided to try and trick you (a 

professing Christian or Bible believer), into 

worshipping a newly-created “holy day” for the 

pagan god “Molech” and said that you are to 

celebrate this event with us in honor of our new 

national god every friday the 13th for example, 

would you do so?  Again, most would laugh at me 

and walk away.  But what if I had created this day 

hundreds of years ago, and over time, had promoted 

it and had gotten many of your neighbors to do this 

for varying reasons, and let’s say their children were 

now pestering yours to join them in this tradition so 

much that your children were then endlessly playing 

on your guilt to let them join in with their friends, 

etc.  And what if, after many decades of celebrating 

this festive day, the powers to be decided that their 

seed was growing so nicely that it was finally time 

to slowly and quietly take the cross off of that pagan 

statue, whereby the controversy (by then) would no 

longer be whether any association to this unbiblical 

day itself was in question, but merely that they had 

removed your beloved cross from atop a now adored 

Molech statue.  See where I am heading here?  And 

the removal of the cross would then be akin to how 

today’s successfully dumbed-down “Christians” are 

ignorantly screaming for them, to “Put Christ back 

in their Christmas!”  (Think about it: The luciferian 

elite must be laughing their heads off at us !) 
 

We are becoming pagan slaves for them my friends!   

Are we crying for any true reform, to return to only 

biblical Holy Days as we should?  …or are we just 

that gullibly conditioned that we just parrot the now-

famous mantra where we only cry that it has “gotten 

too commercialized”?   Are we so well trained that 

we actually embrace this wicked day (yes, wicked) 

more than they do now?  Are we not now (even as 

fools), doing a lot of their own propagandizing  for 

them, and to a point in this nation where we are now 

fully broken-in like mind-numbed robots where we 

think we are somehow honoring our God, when we 

are in fact honoring the many satanic gods that this 

day was really created for and dedicated to? 
 

So, those of you who say that you follow this day 

“for other reasons”, might want to think harder on 

this, as the pagan elite could care less “why” you 

celebrate with them, so long as you do!  As they 

know full well that such things take you from God’s 

better graces, thus giving them power over you, as 

your God can no longer rightfully protect you! 
 

Consider also why “Christmas” was outlawed in 

Puritan America (as was its founding Roman 

Catholic religion itself for a while there by the way) 

until the pagans ‘duped’ America into a Constitution 

that was not only unbiblical, but had also opened the 

door for such “religions” (cults).  Many like Patrick 

Henry preached against all this, but unsuccessfully.  

As our following generations got prosperous, rather 

than continue to try and preach against it, most grew 

lax and began to just let it infect our once biblically 

devoted land.  This very same “beast” enslavement 

system is now paganizing our laws in the same way, 

putting the final touches or “links” on our chains, 

just as our earlier and wiser Puritan brethren had 

gone to their deaths trying to warn us of, hoping to 

stop what this Catholic-led Babylon is again doing. 
 

We’re to “come out of her”, and that means all of 

Babylon, and in every way if we want to be spared 

the plagues that these pagans and their fellow ‘party 

guests’ will be receiving (see Revelation 18:4). 
 

Purity is not just a “favor done for your God when 

you feel like it’, it is a very serious lifestyle for those 

who understand that a Covenant with YHWH is like 

a marriage.  We are “cheating” on our heavenly 

Father if we are “celebrating” (worshiping) with our 

pagan neighbors as per their gods’ instructions, 

whether that false god is molech, mithra, santa, the 

pope, or any other god in disguise.  If, for example, 

we are not literally resting as commanded on the 

true Biblical Sabbath, but otherwise willing to do as 

they say on their god’s day, then who are we really 

bowing down to, obeying, or…   “worshiping”? 
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“Thou shalt have no other gods before me.” —Exodus 20:3 (the 1st Commandment) 
 

Download this article and other more detailed accounts of the pagan origins of this entirely unbiblical “holiday” at: 

www . b cm i n . u s  

From: “Self Enslavement: the perfect punishment for the self-legislating lukewarm” 

 


